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Dear Commissioners and Staff:

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, enclosed is an application for an amendment to
Facility Operating License No. DPR-7 for Humboldt Bay Power Plant (HBPP), Unit 3.
The enclosed License Amendment Request (LAR) proposes revisions of Technical
Specifications (TS) to delete many operational and administrative requirements upon
transfer of spent nuclear fuel assemblies and fuel fragment containers (hereafter
referred to as "spent fuel") from the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) to the Humboldt Bay (HB)
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). Some TS requirements will be
relocated to the HBPP Quality Assurance Plan.

Enclosure 1 provides the evaluation of the changes proposed in this LAR.
Enclosure 2 provides a markup of the HBPP Unit 3 TS showing the proposed
changes. Enclosure 3 provides a retyped (clean) version of the HBPP Unit 3 TS
incorporating the proposed changes.

The changes proposed in this LAR are not required to address an immediate safety
concern. However, the spent fuel is expected to be transferred from the SFP into
the HB ISFSI by June 2008. Therefore, PG&E requests the NRC process this LAR
within six months. PG&E also requests that the license amendment be made
effective after the spent fuel has been transferred into the HB ISFSI, and that the
license amendment will be implemented within 60 days of the effective date.
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I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on November 5, 2007.

Sincerely,

S.Kean

'niortVice President - Generation and Chief Nuclear Officer

cc: Gary W. Butner, Department of Public Health
Elmo E. Collins, Jr., NRC Region IV
John B. Hickman, NRC
PG Fossil Gen HBPP Humboldt Distribution
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EVALUATION

1.0 DESCRIPTION

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) requests to amend Operating License
No. DPR-7 for Humboldt Bay Power Plant (HBPP) Unit 3.

The proposed changes would modify the Technical Specifications (TS) to delete
many operational and administrative requirements upon transfer of spent nuclear
fuel assemblies and fuel fragment containers (hereafter referred to as "spent
fuel") from the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) to the Humboldt Bay (HB) Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). Some TS requirements will be relocated
to the HBPP Quality Assurance Plan (QAP).

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGES

This License Amendment Request (LAR) proposes to revise the HBPP Unit 3
TS in anticipation of transferring the spent fuel in the SFP to the HB ISFSI. TS
sections proposed to be deleted will either no longer be necessary because
spent fuel will not be stored in the SFP, or the information will be relocated to
the HBPP QAP when appropriate. The proposed TS changes are summarized
as follows:

1. Modify TS 1.0, "Use and Application," as follows to reflect spent fuel not
being stored in the SFP:

0 1.1, "Definitions" - delete those definitions no longer contained in the
TS

* 1.2, "Logical Connectors" - delete entirely as these terms will no
longer be contained in'the TS

* 1.3, "Completion Times" - revise Background section to reflect that
spent fuel will no longer be stored in the SFP, but the SFP may be
contaminated with radioactive materials

2. Modify TS 3.1, "Defueled Systems," to delete the following sections
because spent fuel will no longer be stored in the SFP:

* 3.1.1, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level"

* 3.1.2, "Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions"

3. Modify TS 3.1.3, "Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level,"
APPLICABILITY statement, to reflect that spent fuel will no longer be
stored in the SFP
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4. Modify TS 4.2, "Fuel Storage," to reflect the relocation of spent fuel from
the SFP into the ISFSI

5. Modify TS 5.0, "Administrative Controls," to revise or delete the
following sections:

* TS 5.1, "Responsibility" - information to be relocated to the QAP

* TS 5.2, "Organization" - information to be deleted because spent fuel
will no longer be stored in the SFP

" TS 5.3, "Facility Staff Qualifications" - information to be relocated to
the QAP

* TS 5.4, "Training" - to be deleted because spent fuel will no longer be
stored in the SFP

* TS 5.5, "Procedures" - procedures related to spent fuel storage and
handling to be deleted because spent fuel will no longer be stored in
the SFP

" TS 5.6, "Programs and Manuals" - information to be relocated to the

QAP for the following sections:

* TS 5.6.1, "Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)"

* TS 5.6.4, "Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (RECP)"

* TS 5.6, "Programs and Manuals" - information to be deleted because
spent fuel will no longer be stored in the SFP

* TS 5.6.3, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Chemistry Program"

* TS 5.6.5, "Neutron Absorber Surveillance Program"

* TS 5.7, "Reporting Requirements" - information to be relocated to the
QAP

The proposed changes to the TS are noted in the marked-up copy of the
applicable TS sections provided in Enclosure 2.
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3.0 BACKGROUND

On July 2, 1976, HBPP Unit 3 was shut down for annual refueling and to conduct
seismic modifications. In December 1980, it became apparent that the cost of
completing required upgrades made the possibility of restarting Unit 3
uneconomical. Work was suspended at that time awaiting further guidance
regarding modification requirements. In 1983, updated economic analyses
indicated that restarting Unit 3 would probably not be cost-effective, and in June
1983, PG&E announced its intention to decommission the unit. On July 16,
1985, the NRC issued Amendment No. 19 to the HBPP Unit 3 Operating License
to change the status to possess-but-not-operate, and the plant was placed into a
SAFSTOR status.

PG&E received NRC approval for the HBPP Unit 3 SAFSTOR Decommissioning
Plan (SDP) in July 1988. Pursuant to the 1996 NRC decommissioning rule,
10 CFR 50.82, and subsequent discussions with the NRC, the HBPP SDP was
converted into a Defueled Safety Analysis Report (DSAR) and a Post Shutdown
Decommissioning Activities Report (PSDAR). This is explained in PG&E Letter
HBL-97-003 to the NRC, dated February 20, 1997 (Reference 1). The DSAR is
updated every two years in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71. The plant is
currently in SAFSTOR with incremental decommissioning activities ongoing.

PG&E received NRC approval on November 17, 2005, to construct an ISFSI
onsite. PG&E is preparing to transfer spent nuclear fuel assemblies and fuel
fragment containers (hereafter referred to as "spent fuel") currently in the SFP to
the ISFSI in 2008, thus allowing increased decommissioning activities to proceed
in Unit 3.

Upon completion of the transfer of spent fuel from the SFP to the ISFSI, many of
the requirements of the current TS will no longer be applicable. Therefore, the
changes identified in Section 2.0 of this enclosure are being proposed.

As stated in NRC's Safety Evaluation related to Amendment No. 129 to the
Rancho Seco Facility Operating License No. DPR-54, "The particular controls to
be included in the TS, therefore, are the provisions that the Commission deems
essential for the safe operation of the facility that are not already covered by
other regulations. Accordingly, the staff determined that administrative control
requirements that are not specifically required under 10 CFR 50.36(c)(5), and are
not otherwise necessary to obviate the possibility of abnormal situation or event
giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and safety, may be
relocated to more appropriate documents (e.g., Quality Assurance (QA)
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Program, Security Plan (PSP), or Emergency Plan (EP)), which are subject to
regulatory controls," (Reference 2).

NRC Administrative Letter 95-06 "Relocation of Technical Specification
Administrative Controls Related to Quality Assurance," provides guidance to
licensees requesting amendments that relocate administrative controls to
NRC-approved quality assurance programs where changes are controlled in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(a). Relocation of the administrative controls to
the HBPP QAP is acceptable because of the controls imposed by 10 CFR 50
Appendix B, and the established quality assurance program change control
process in 10 CFR 50.54(a). The relocation of administrative controls to the QAP
proposed in this LAR is consistent with the content of NRC Administrative Letter
95-06.

Based on the information contained in this enclosure, the changes in the
proposed LAR, and operation of the facility in the proposed manner, will not
endanger the health and safety of the public or plant workers.

4.0 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 TS 1.1, "Definitions," currently contains definitions for ACTIONS,
CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER, ELEVATION, and OPERABLE-
OPERABILITY. It is proposed to delete the definition for CERTIFIED
FUEL HANDLER because the TS sections that use that term (TS 5.2,
"Organization" and TS 5.4, "Training") are proposed for deletion because
they are not applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.
It is also proposed to delete the definition for OPERABLE-OPERABILITY
because that term is currently not used in the TS, and no important-to-
safety systems are required to be operable with spent fuel removed from
the SFP.

4.2 TS 1.2, "Logical Connectors," currently describes how logical connectors
are used in the TS to discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete
Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times, Surveillances, and
Frequencies. Logical Connectors are currently used in TS 3.1.1, "Fuel
Storage Pool Water Level," and TS 3.1.2, "Spent Fuel Pool Load
Restriction," but TS 3.1.1 and TS 3.1.2 are proposed for deletion because
they are not applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.
Therefore, TS 1.2 is also proposed to be deleted.

4.3 TS 1.3, "Completion Times," establishes the Completion Time convention
and provides guidance for its use. Completion Time is used in TS 3.1.3,
"Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level." After spent fuel has been removed
from the SFP, the SFP liner may still be contaminated with radioactive
material. Therefore, it is proposed to revise the Background section of TS
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1.3 to replace "for ensuring the safe storage of irradiated fuel" with "when
water in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool or liner is contaminated with
radioactive materials."

4.4 TS 1.4, "Frequency," defines the proper use and application of Frequency
requirements. The term "Frequency" is used in TS 3.1.3, "Fuel Storage
Pool Liner Water Level." Therefore, no changes to TS 1.4 are proposed.

4.5 TS 2.0, "SAFETY LIMITS," are not currently applicable since HBPP Unit 3
is permanently defueled.

4.6 TS 3.0, "Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability" will remain
as is because TS 3.1.3 "Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level" has a LCO.

4.7 TS 3.0, "Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability" will remain as is
because TS 3.1.3 "Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level" has an SR.

4.8 TS 3.1.1, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level," currently specifies the SFP
.water level shall be at an ELEVATION greater than or equal to 10.5 feet.
TS 3.1.1 is proposed for deletion because this section is not applicable to
a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

4.9 TS 3.1.2, "Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions," currently specifies loads
carried over the fuel in the SFP racks shall be limited to a weight of no
greater than 330 pounds. TS 3.1.2 is proposed for deletion because this
section is not applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

4.10 TS 3.1.3, "Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level," currently specifies
the SFP Liner Water Level shall be at an ELEVATION less than
plus 9 inches. It is proposed to delete the phrase: "Whenever irradiated
fuel is stored in the Fuel Storage Pool, or" from the APPLICABILITY
statement of TS 3.1.3 since spent fuel will no longer be stored in the SFP.
The proposed revision to TS 4.2.1 will require that spent fuel-assemblies
shall not be stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. The proposed revision
to TS 3.1.3 will still retain the APPLICABILITY statement: "when the water
in the pool or liner is contaminated with radioactive material."

4.11 TS 4.2.1, under "Fuel Storage," currently specifies the Keff of the Spent
Fuel Storage Pool shall be less than or equal to 0.95 for any configuration.
This Keff value is satisfied by storing all fuel assemblies, except for a
maximum of three at any time, in containers made with neutron absorbing
material. Fuel fragments totaling less than one fuel assembly, and fuel
assembly UD-6N, may be considered as two assemblies that are not
required to be stored in containers made with neutron absorbing material.
One additional fuel assembly may be removed from the neutron absorbing
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container to perform fuel handling activities. These specifications are
proposed for deletion since spent fuel will no longer be stored in the SFP.
Also, it is proposed to replace these specifications with a new one stating:
"Fuel assemblies shall not be stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. Fuel
assemblies previously stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool are now
stored in dry casks in the ISFSI."

4.12 TS 4.2.2, under "Fuel Storage" currently specifies the number of fuel
assemblies stored in the SFP shall not exceed 390. TS 4.2.2 is proposed
for deletion because this section is not applicable to a facility with spent
fuel assemblies stored in an ISFSI.

4.13 TS 4.2.3, under "Fuel Storage" currently specifies fuel stored in the SFP
shall have an average of U-235 enrichment of 2.5 weight percent or less.
TS 4.2.3 is proposed for deletion because this section is not applicable to
a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

4.14 TS 5.1, "Responsibility," currently specifies the responsibilities of the Plant
Manager and the Shift Forman. These responsibilities are proposed to be
relocated to the HBPP QAP in accordance with NRC Administrative
Letter 95-06.

r

4.15 TS 5.2, "Organization," currently specifies the onsite and offsite
organizations and positions for activities affecting the safe storage of
irradiated fuel. TS 5.2 is proposed for deletion because this section is not
applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

4.16 TS 5.3, "Facility Staff Qualifications," currently'specifies the minimum
qualifications for each member of the facility staff. These qualifications
are proposed to be relocated to the HBPP QAP in accordance withNRC
Administrative Letter 95-06.

4.17 TS 5.4, "Training;" currently specifies that an NRC-approved training and
retraining program for the CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERS shall be
maintained. TS 5.4 is proposed for deletion because this section is not
applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

4.18 TS 5.5, "Procedures," currently specifies-the written procedures that shall
be established, implemented, and maintained. The procedures related to
spent fuel storage and handling are proposed for deletion because they
are not applicable to a facility with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI. The
other procedures listed in TS 5.5 will remain as is.

4.19 TS 5.6.1, "Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)," currently specifies
the requirements for an ODCM. These requirements are proposed to be
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relocated to the HBPP QAP in accordance with NRC Administrative
Letter 95-06.

4.20 TS 5.6.2, "Technical Specification (TS) Bases Control Program," currently
specifies the means for processing changes to the Bases of the TS.
Bases will need to remain for TS 3.1.3, "Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water
Level." Therefore, no changes to TS 5.6.2 are proposed.

4.21 TS 5.6.3, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Chemistry Program," currently
specifies controls for monitoring fuel storage pool water chemistry to
minimize the potential effects of corrosion which could affect the safe
storage of irradiated fuel, and to minimize the potential dose to the public
due to release of fuel storage pool water to groundwater. TS 5.6.3 is
proposed for deletion because this section is not applicable to a facility
with the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI.

f

4.22 TS 5.6.4, "Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (RECP)," currently
specifies the program to conform with 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of the
public from radioactive effluents As LowAs Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA). These requirements are proposed to be relocated to the HBPP
QAP in accordance with NRC Administrative Letter 95-06.

4.23 TS 5.6.5, "Neutron Absorber Surveillance Program," currently specifies
that samples of the neutron-absorbing material used to fabricate the spent
fuel assembly containers shall be suspended in the Spent Fuel Storage
Pool in the vicinity of the spent fuel assemblies. TS 5.6.5 is proposed for
deletion because this section is not applicable to a facility with the spent
fuel assemblies stored in an ISFSI.

4.24 TS 5.7, "Reporting Requirements," currently specifies the requirements for
an Occupational Radiation Exposure Report, an Annual Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Report, and an Annual Radioactive Effluent
Release Report. These requirements are proposed to be relocated to the
HBPP QAP in accordance with NRC Administrative Letter 95-06.

4.25 TS 5.8, "High Radiation Area," currently specifies the controls that shall be
applied to high radiation areas in place of the controls required by
paragraph 20.1601 (a) and (b) of 10 CFR Part 20. Because these TS
requirements are different from the Part 20 requirements, this TS section
will remain as is.
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5.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

PG&E has evaluated the no significant hazards consideration involved
with the proposed amendment, focusing on the three standards set forth
in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, under the
procedures in §50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating
license or a combined license for a facility or reactor licensed under
§§50.21 (b) or 50.22, or for a testing facility involves no significant
hazards consideration, if operation of the facility in accordance with the
proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed changes reflect the transfer of spent fuel from the
Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) to the Humboldt Bay (HB) Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). Design basis accidents
related to the SFP are discussed in the Humboldt Bay Power
Plant (HBPP) Unit 3 Defueled Safety Analysis Report (DSAR).
These postulated accidents are predicated on spent fuel being
stored in the SFP. With the removal of the spent fuel from the
SFP, there are no important-to-safety systems, structures or
components required to function or to be monitored. In addition,
there are no remaining credible accidents involving spent fuel or
the SFP that require actions of a Certified Fuel Handler or
Noncertified Fuel Handler to prevent occurrence or to mitigate
consequences.
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The proposed change to the Design Features section of the
Technical Specifications (TS) clarifies that the spent fuel is being
stored in dry casks within an ISFSI. The probability or
consequences of accidents at the ISFSI are evaluated in the HB
ISFSI Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and are independent
of the accidents evaluated in the HBPP Unit 3 DSAR.

Therefore, the proposed changes will not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed changes reflect the reduced operational risks as a
result of the spent fuel being transferred to dry casks within an
ISFSI. The proposed changes do not modify any systems,
structures or components. The plant conditions for which the
HBPP Unit 3 DSAR design basis accidents relating to spent fuel
and the SFP have been evaluated are no longer applicable. The
aforementioned proposed changes do not affect any of the
parameters or conditions that could contribute to the initiation of an
accident. Design basis accidents associated with the dry cask
storage of spent fuel are already considered in the HB ISFSI FSAR.
No new accident scenarios are created as a result of deleting
nonapplicable operational and administrative requirements.
Therefore, the proposed changes will not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from those previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Response: No

The proposed changes reflect the reduced operational risks as a
result of the spent fuel being transferred to dry casks within an
ISFSI. The design basis and accident assumptions within the
HBPP Unit 3 DSAR and the TS relating to spent fuel are no longer
applicable. The proposed changes do not affect remaining plant
operations, nor structures, systems, or components supporting
decommissioning activities. In addition, the proposed changes do
not result in a change in initial conditions, system response time, or
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in any other parameter affecting the course of a decommissioning
activity accident analysis. Therefore, the proposed changes will not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

Based on these considerations, it is concluded that the proposed changes
will not endanger the public health and safety.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

The proposed changes have no effect on any plant systems or on maintaining
.the plant in a safe condition. Therefore, the proposed changes are not
considered to have any adverse safety significance. The administrative controls
are proposed to be relocated to a 10 CFR 50.54(a) controlled and NRC-approved
quality assurance program, consistent with NRC Administrative Letter 95-06.
HBPP would continue to satisfy applicable regulatory and safety criteria.

In conclusion, based on the considerations above:

(1) There is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will
not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner;

(2) Such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations; and

(3) The issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common

defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

PG&E has evaluated the proposed changes and determined that the changes
do not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in
the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be
released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure. The amendment changes requested are
changes to administrative requirements. Accordingly, the proposed
changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(1 0)(ii). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an
environmental impact statement or environmental assessment of the proposed
changes is not required.

7.0 REFERENCES
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1. PG&E Letter HBL-97-003, to NRC, Commissioners and Staff, "Application
of New Decommissioning Rule," dated February 20, 1997

2. NRC Letter to Sacramento Municipal Utility District, Mr. Steve J.
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Definitions
1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

---------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout these
Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term

ACTIONS

fr-D= li-lr -I•r C-II-1 IM -IAKIMI'I CED

ELEVATION

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under designated
Conditions within specified Completion Times.

A CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is an inrdvidual who
complics with proVs•iSons f the C"ERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLER training program required by Technical
Specific•latfio•n 5.4.1.

All elevations shall apply to a datum of mean lower low
water (MLLW) level except where noted.

A system , subsystem, train, component or devi• e shall be
OPERABLE or have iPeRARI'•ITY when it is capable o
pedorming its specified safety function(s) and when all
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, normal or
emnergency electrical power, cooling and seal wate-r,
lubrFiation, and other auxiliary equipment that arc required
for the system, subsystemn, train, copoen orevice to
perform its specified safety' fnto(s) are also capable of
pe~fGrming their related support function(s).

OPERABL E -OP•ER-ABII ITY

1.1-1 Amendment No. 34



Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). (Page 1.2-2 has been deleted).

PUIRPOSE The puFrpos of this sertion is to explain the mea•i•g of log-cal
GGeReGtGFS.

Lo-gical RronneGtrs are used on Technical SpecificatioRn (TS) to
diGcriminate between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, Required
Actions, Completion Times, u.....;" and.... , Frequenies. The OR'

logical connectors that appear in TS a-e AND and OR. The physGial
arra•ngemeRt f these R•necGorsF constitutes, logi•al cnrventions with
specific meanins

BACKGROUND S]evemal levels of logic may be used to. state Required Actions. These
levels are identified by the placement (or nesting) of the logical
conn~ectors and by the n~umber: assigned to each Required Action. The
first level Of logic is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to
a Required Action and the placemnent of the logical connector i the first
level of nsig(i.e., left justified with the number oF the Reqied

A~tGR. hesuccessive levels of are idntfed byadditional dgt
of the Required Action nUMbe an yscesveidnain f the
logical connectors.

When logical connectors are used to state a ConRditfion, Comnpletion
Timne, Sur'eillance, orF FrFequency, onRly the first level of logic is used-,
and the Ilgi•al GoGnnecto Is left justified with the statement Of the
Condition, Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.

EXAMP-L - The following examoles illustrcate the use Of looical connectors.
EV^•DI 

E d '3 q

EXAMPLEF 1 2-1

AC'TIO'S __•

GONDITION REQUJIRED ACPTIONkl COMDIPLETIOQNl TIME

A. LCO not mnet. A. -Verify

AND

A.2 Restore--

iM.xhn in CP-ndfitn A- hbth Rtz,,irod A^rton c;-,.N-I ^ ndPd P n m,, t hb

GO~pete~d.
I-1 ....

(continued)

Amendment No. 34.1.2-1



Completion Times
1.3

1.2-4egk*

F=XAMP4ES
(GGRtiRued4

EXAMPLE 1.2 2

AGTKONg

CON'D-TION' REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LCO nt met. A. -Tpi

OR

A..1 Veii Y

AND

A. 2. 2 Reduce

This example represent-S a; mo-re com-plicated use of logical
connetor- ReuiedAtions AA1 and A.2 are alte-rn-ative c~hocs

only one of whc mus bea~o d as indicated by the use of the
logical connector OR and the left justified placem~ent. Either of the
ActionRs may be Ahs If A.2 iS; Ghesen then both A 21 and A ?

' * '- ' I . .;-,4; + A L, +L,- A Kin
IUMO 0 'r
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Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time
convention and to provide guidance for its use.

BACKGROUND Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum
requirements when water in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool or liner is
contaminated with radioactive materialsfor ensuring the s6"afe storage ofiVardiated-fue4. The ACTIONS associated with an LCO state Conditions
that typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the LCO
can fail to be met. Specified with each stated Condition are Required
Action(s) and Completion Times(s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for completing a
Required Action. It is referenced to the time of discovery of a situation
(e.g., variable not within limits) that requires entering an ACTIONS
Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the unit is in a MODE or
specified condition stated in the Applicability of the LCO. Required
Actions must be completed prior to the expiration of the specified
Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and the
Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer exists or the unit is
not within the LCO Applicability.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion Times with
different types of Conditions.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required A.1 Verify ..... 6 hours
Action and
associated
Completion A.2 Restore 36 hours
Time not met.

Condition A has two Required Actions., Each Required Action has its
own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time is referenced
to the time that Condition A is entered. The Required Actions of
Condition A are to perform the verification required by ACTION A. 1
within 6 hours and to perform the restoration required by ACTION A.2
within 36 hours. A total of 6 hours is allowed for performing ACTION
A.1 and a total of 36 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for performing
ACTION A.2 from the time that Condition A was entered. If ACTION
A.1 is completed within 3 hours, the time allowed completing ACTION
A.2 is the next 33 hours because the total time allowed for completing
ACTION A.2 is 36 hours.

IMMEDIATE
COMPLETION
TIME

When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the Required
Action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled manner.
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Frequency
1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and application
of Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified frequency in
which the surveillance must be met in order to meet the associated
LCO. An understanding of the correct application of the specified
Frequency is necessary for compliance with the SR.

The "Specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this section and
each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, "Surveillance Requirement
(SR) Applicability." The "Specified Frequency" consists of the
requirements of the frequency column of each SR, as well as certain
Notes in the surveillance column that modify performance
requirements.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that frequencies are
specified. In these examples, the applicability of the LCO (LCO not
shown) is when irradiated fuel is stored in the fuel pool.

EXAMPLE 1.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SU RVE ILLANCE FREQ UENCY

Verify parameter is within limits 12 hours

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered in the
TS. The frequency specifies an interval (12 hours) during which the
associated Surveillance must be performed at least one time.
Performance of the surveillance initiates the subsequent interval.
Although the frequency is stated as 12 hours, an extension of the time
interval to 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency is allowed
by SR 3.0.2 for operational flexibility. The measurement of this interval
continues at all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per
SR 3.0.1 (such as when a variable is outside specified limits, or the unit
is outside the applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by SR
3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is in the specified condition in the
applicability of the LCO, and the performance of the surveillance is not
otherwise modified, then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.

(continued)
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1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify parameter is within limits Within 24 hours
prior to moving
irradiated fuel

AND

24 hours
thereafter

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown in
Example 1.4-1. The logical connector "AND" indicates that both
Frequency requirements must be met. The use of "prior to" indicates
that the surveillance must be performed once before the initiation of fuel
handling activities. This type of Frequency does not qualify for the
extension allowed by SR 3.0.2. "Thereafter" indicates future
performances must be established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a
specified condition is first met (i.e., the "prior to" performance in this
example).
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Safety Limits
2.0

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

This section is not applicable since Humboldt Bay Power Plant (HBPP) Unit 3 is permanently defueled.
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the specified conditions in the Applicability,
except as provided in LCO 3.0.2.

LCO 3.0.2. Upon discovery of the failure to meet an LCO, the required actions of
the associated Conditions shall be met.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration of the
specified Completion Time(s),'completion of the required action is not
required unless otherwise stated.
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during specific conditions in the Applicability for
individual LCOs unless otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a
Surveillance, whether such failure is experienced during the
performance of the Surveillance or between performances of the
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a
Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the
LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be
performed on inoperable equipment or variables outside specified
limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency, as
measured from the previous performance or as measured from the time
a specified condition of the frequency is met.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within its
specified frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare
the LCO not met may be delayed from the time of discovery up to
24 hours or up to the limit of the specified frequency, whichever is less.
This delay period is permitted to allow performance of the surveillance.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO
must immediately be declared not met and the applicable Condition(s)
must be entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon expiration of the delay period.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be declared not met
and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered. The Completion
Times of the Required Actions begin immediately upon failure to meet
the Surveillance.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.1.1

3.1

3.1.1

DEFUELED SYSTEMS

Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.

GLQO 31.1 The Fuel Storaae Pool Water L evel shall bc at; Rn ELEVATION' area;te
+k ni +^ in r, fýý+dri Or Uq U-1 -- I - - I -

Ai"•i"ll I/"•Ar'tll I't"%./.

:~r~i~~t~~i 'r vvenever irradoated fuel is swreue IR te F-uel Steoue Peel.

GOl/lTI'll REQUIRED ACTIO'I)N t"-COMPIRETIf'=lON TIME

A. Fuel Storage Pool V.,.-. A. I Suspend all Fuel -mm e-, ,ely
Level not Within limit. Handling Operatio•G.

AND

A.2 Restore Fuel Storage knmedfiately
Pool W~ater Level to

SURVEILLANCE REQUI-REMENITS_________

SUI RV Ei LLANCE I ri R-R FRQUENGY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify the Fuel Storage Pool Water Le'vel is at an 24-hos
ELFEVATION greater than or equal to 10.5 feet.

k
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Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions
3.1.2

3.1 DEFUELED SYSTEMS

3.1.2 Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI

limited to a weight Of .o greater than 330 pounds.

APPLICABILITY. \Whenev.er irradiatedfuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel

ACT4IONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.Load weightL net wthin. I. Place the load i a Imnmediatel
4n*-. safe pesitien:,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE. F-REQJEtNGv

SR 3.1.2. 1 Verify the load weight... 330 pounds. Prior to + ... ing each
lad-ever -st••a•e
vaGks mentaP'g
iradiated fuel-.
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Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
3.1.3

3.1 DEFUELED SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level

LCO 3.1.3 The Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level shall be at an ELEVATION less
than + 9 inches.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel is stoepd in the Fuel Storage Pool, or wWhen the
water in the pool or liner is contaminated with radioactive materials.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel Storage Pool Liner A.1 Restore Fuel Storage Immediately
Water Level not within Pool Liner Water Level
limit. to within limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 Verify the Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level is 24 hours
at an ELEVATION less than + 9 inches.
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

HBPP Unit 3 is located in Humboldt County, California, approximately 4 miles southwest
of the center of the city of Eureka, on a site owned and controlled by Pacific Gas &
Electric Company.

4.2 Fuel Storage

4.2.1 Fuel assemblies shall not be stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. Fuel
assemblies previously stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool are now stored in
dry casks in the ISFSIThe-KI"of the spent fuel storage pool shall be less than or
equal to 0. 5 for any configuration. This K.'ffevaluee is; s-aatisfied, by storing all fuel
assemblies, except fo aiu ftreat any time, in containers m~ade with
neutron absorbing material.

Fuel fragments totaling less tha.n on.e fuel assembly, and fuel assembly WD 6N
ma" beconsidered as two assemblies that are not required to be stored in
containers made with neu1-tronA absr,,)bing material. One additional fuel assemnbly
ma" be removeýd fromý the neu tAro absorbing container to pe~form fuel handlfing
aetivtiese7

4.2.2 The number of fuel aseblies stored in the spent fulel storage pool shall not
eXeeed39-.~

4.2.3 Fuel stored in the spent fuel storage pool shal[* have an average of U 235
enrichment of 2.5 weight percent or less.
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Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 R esponsibility

5.1.1 The Plant Manager shall have the overall onsite responRsibilfity for activities associated
With Unit 3. He shall be acco)untable for adhierencAe to the operating limits and
requirements conRtained in these Technical Specific-ations. He shall delegate these
responSibilities to other specified mnemb-ers of the plant staff during his absence.

5.12 The Shift For)em~an shall be responsible for the operational command function. He shall
delegate these responsibilities to other specified me~mber-s of the plant stafdrnhi
abeeRG8.

5.1.3 The technical Gpecification ttites forF members of the staff are generic titles. Unit specific
ti0tles6 for) the8 funcR tion anII ;11d responsbilitie -associa9ted with these generic titles are
Personnel responsibilities are identified in the Quality Assurance Plan.
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Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.
(Pages 5.0-3 and 5.0-4 have been deleted).

5.2.1 ncite -;;Ad- Offste Oriani-Zation

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit operation and corporate.
mnanagement, respectively. The onsite and off-site organizations shall inclu1de the
positionS for actvites feting the safe storage oiraitdfuel.

a. Lines of authority, responsibilfity, and communication shall be established and
defifed for the highest management levels through intermediate levels to andiRnluding all operating orgaRizatioR positions. These relationships shall be
docu.mented and updated, as appropriate, in the- f of orgeaRnizatfion charts,
func~tional descriptions of departetaII resposbilities and relationships, and job
descriptions for key personnel positions, or in equivalent forFm.s of douenGIFetation.
The-sie requirements shall be docGumented in th Qult Assurance Plan and
plant procedures.

b. The Designated Manager shall be responsible for overall unit safe operationan
shall have control over those onsite activities and resources necessar;forF
maintenance and storage of iraitdfe na s6afeb condition.

G. The Designated Officer shall have corporate responsibility for overall plant
nuclear safety and shall take an" mneasures needed to enSUre acceptal
peeormaRee of the staff in operating, maintaining, and providig• technical
support to ensure the safe storage of irradiated fuel.

d. The individuals who train the CE-FRTI'FIE-D FUEL HANDLERS and those who
ea,' out radiation protection•. functios o pe• , quality assue.rance func .tions
may report to the appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have sufficiment
organiza;tion.al freedom to ensure their ability to pe~fGFm their assigned func~tions.

5.2.2 Facility Staf

a. Each OR duty shift sohall be con-mposed of at least the minimum; shift crew
copstion shown in Table 5.2 4,

b. At least one Certiffied Fuel Handler shall be nsite when fuel nthe spent fuel
steeage peel.
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Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization

P. The Unit 3 conRtrol room shall be continuously manned or, as an
alternative, audible and visual annunciation o~f all alarms; in Unit 3 shall be

vided at a continuousl manned contFro station in Units 1 Or 2,
considered to be the entire +27 foot elevation operating deck. A commn~n~
annunciator mna" be used forF all such alarmns. However, should a

vFeg8 G siuto apns OnRn Wh• avtmGR is im edatl nnn neS|

protect wo~rker health and safety, the Unit 3- co-ntrol iloomF (and concUrretly
the control station in Units 1 or 2) may be left uRnmanned for such time as

is eesar-' to ensure worker health and safety is protected.

d. An individual qualified in radiation protection roeus shall be onst
during fuel handling operations-.

e. All fuel handling operations shall be directly SUPcr~ised by a qualife
indevdua[ý

f. Administrative procGedures shall be developed and imnplemented to limit the
working hours of unit staff who pe|nrm functions imporant to the safe
s~torage of irradiated- fiuel assemblies. These procedures should folloGw the
general guidance o~f the NRC Policy Statement on working hours (Generic-
Letter No. 82 12).

l. The Shift For)Fe.ma-:;n shall bkle a C E-RTIFIE1 El D FUE ;- L HAND LE-R .
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Organization
5.2

TABLE -5. 7
MINIMUM SHIFT CREWAI COMPOSION (1)

POSITION NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS REQUIRED

TO FILL POSITION

Certofied FPue Handler 4-

Non Certified Operator (2) 14-1
(1) The aculShift creW comnpositioR nma" be less' thn thPiiu rqieets; for a
period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate un~expected absences provided
expeditious actions are taken to fill the required po)Sitions6.

(2) Non Certified Operator must be at least An wuxilfi;;r' Operator.
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Facility Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Facility Staff Qualifications

Facility staff qualifications are identified iin the Quality Assurance Plan.

54.3.1 Eac-h member of the facility staff shall meetoreexceed the mnfinimum qualificationps of
ANSI N18.1 1971 forF comparable positions, except for:

5.3.1.1 The Operations MaRager shall be a CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERI.

5.3.1.2 The Radiatio'n Protectin Manager shall Meet o-r exc..eed the qualifications oG
Regulator,' Guide 1.8, Revision 2, April 1987.
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Training
5.4

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Training

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.

5.4.1 An NRC approved tr•ainig and retraining program for the CERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLEFRS shall be maintained.t
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Procedures
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Procedures

5.5.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the
following activities:

a. The prcedures applicable to the ,- afe storage of irradiated fuel recommeRded in

Appendix "A" of Regulatory' Guide 1.33, Februa' 1 978;(Deleted)

b. Fire Protection Program implementation;

c. Quality assurance for radiological effluent and. environmental monitoring;

d. Fuel handling operations (including removal and reinstallation of the spent fuel
peGGI Geeo;(Deleted)

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.6.
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented and maintained.

5.6.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

ODCM requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

a. The 00CM shall contain the metho•d•ogy and param.eters used in th
calculati'- of offtite doses resuilting fromr•adioc•tive gaseous aRd liquid
effluents, in the calcu1lation of gaseous and liquid effluent monGitoring alarmn and
trip setpoints, and in the conduct of the radiloegica enV-ironmental meniteoRng

b. The 0CM s;hall also contain the radioactive effluent controls and radiological
evrnmenAtal; monitoring activities and descriptions of the- informatfion that

should be included ini the Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring ReportI,
and AnRual RadioactiVe Effluent Release Report, required by SpecificatioR 5.7.2
and Specification 5.7.3, respectively, .

G. LiGenlee initiated changes to the 0lCM:

1. Shall be docum.ented and records of reviews pe.. ... ed shall be retained.
This documFentationR shall contain:
i) suffici•en' nfr~matio to iseu•ort the change(s) together with the

appropriate analyses or evaluations jusGtifyingthe change(s), an
;) •a determnation that the change(s) will ma;iRtain the level ot

radoactive effluent control required by llC.R 20.1302, 40C-R
P a A 19 0, 1 O CEZFR 50G.23 6 a and Appendix I to lOCER 50, andno
adversely impact the accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose,--or
setpoint calcu1lations;

2. Shall become effect,-ive after review and acceptance by the Plant Staff
Review Committee and approval of the Plan~t Manager; and

3. Shall be submitted to the C ommission in the formr of a complete, legible
copy of the entire 0- DC- as a partof o , ,rGcncrent with the Radi•a•tiVe
Emf flu'ent Release Report for the period of the reporFt in Which any change
inthe 0CM was made. Each change shall be identified by markings
the mnargin of the affec-ted pages, clearly indicating the area of the page
t+ha.t w.a chanq,--e-A=ged, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month and year) the
change was ipeetd

(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

5.6.2 Technical Specification (TS) Bases Control Pro-qram

This program. provides a means for processing changes to the Bases of these Technical
Specifications.

a. Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate administrative
controls and reviews.

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval provided the
changes do not involve either of the following:
1. a change in the TS incorporated in the license; or
2. a change to the updated DSAR or Bases that requires prior NRC

approval as defined in 10CFR 50.59.

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that the Bases are
maintained consistent with the DSAR.

d. Proposed changes that meet the criteria of Specification 5.6.2b above shall be
reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to the
Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on
a frequency consistent with 1 OCR 50.71(e).

5.6.3 Fuel Storage Pool Water Chemistry Program

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI.

This program provideS controls for monitoring fuel storage poo~l water chemistrY to
minimize the potential effc-t oGf co... rrosion which couWld affect the safe storage.of
irr~adiated fuel, and to minimize the potential dose to the public dule to release of fuel
storage pool water to groundwater. The program shall incluide identification of critical
;ariablesand control popnts; for thes÷e variables. The pogram shall iRnlude sampling
frequencies and- define coFrective acto•ns to be ta-,keniv fo. r o-ff control PoGit , hemistý,i
conditions. The NRC will be no;tified prior to elimination or changes to the acceptance.
criteria forF critical variables monEitored.

5.6.4 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (RECP)

RECP requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

This program conforms With 1 OCE=R 50.36a for the conP-trol o-f radioactive effluents and
for maintaining the doses to members of the public from radioactive effluents as low as
reasonably achievable (AI AL). The pFrogam (1) shall be contained in the ODOM, (2)
shall be impleMeRnted by operatiRg pocedures, aRd (3) shall include remedial actions- t
bep i taken w ihenever the program limits are exGeeded. The program shall include the
follo)wing elements:

1. Lmittion onthe operability of radioactive liquid and gaseous mGontoFrig
instrumentation including surveillance tests and setpoint determinatfion in
accordance with the methedeoegy in the ODCM,

(continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

2. Limitations on the isnteos(average over a one hour period)
concentrations of radio~active_ matei-rial released in liquid effluents to HUMbod
Bay conforF~ming to ten times the effluen-Bt concRentration limits of 1 OCER Part 20,
Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2,

3. Moni~toring, samnpling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluent i
accordane_ wi.th 1lOCEFR 29.130-2 and; with the methodology and parameter-s in
the-QDGMTI-

41. LiiainGn the anuland quarterly doses or dose commnitment to a mnembr
o~f the public from radlioactive materials in liquid effluents released to Humboldt
Ba" confor~ming to the dose design o~bjectfives of Appendix I to 1 OCFR -Part 50,1

5. Determnfination o~f cumRulative and projected dose contribuitions from radioactive
effluents for the current calendar quarter anrd rourribnt cal-;;endar year i
accordance with the mnethodology and parameteers in the ODG-M .at le-ast eVe~' 31

6. Limintations On the operability and use of the liquid effluent treatmnent systemns to
ensure that the appropriate portions of these systems are used to redu,
releases of radlioactivity when the proected doses in a 31 day period would
exceed 2 percent of the guidelines for the annual dose or dose_ copmmitmen
conform~ing to the dose design objectives of Appendix 1 to 1 )CF=R Part 50,

7. Limitations en the dose rate resulting from radioactive material released in
gaseous effluents to areas Ocyond the site boundar,' shall be establlshed as
fell•ews

a. For noble -gases: less than or equal to an ntnaeu dose rate
(average over a one hour period) o-f lesros th-an or equal to 500 mrem~yr to
the total bedy and less than or equal to 3000 mrem/yr to the skin, and

b. ForF tritium and radionuclides in partficula-;te form wihth half lives greater
than 8 days: less than or equal to a dose rate (averaged over-a
one week period) of 1500 mremlyrto an" organ.

8. Limitations on the annual and quarterly ai9r doses resulting fromn noble gases
released in gaseous effluentS from each untto areas beyond the- si~tebuna'
con,.Foring to Appendix It o 100F'R Part 50,

9. Limi~tationR On the annual and quiarterly doses to a memnber of the public fromR
tritium and all radionucides in particul"ate form w.. ith half li..ve greater than 8 days
in gaseous effluents releasedl to areas beyond the site boundar,' confor~ming to
the dose design objectives of Appendvix +t 1 OCFR Part 50, and

10 Limiw~ntations On the annual dose or do~se comnmitment to an" mnember of the publicu
due to releases o. f rad•ieoGtivity and to adiati.o fro.m ura'ium fuel cycIe sources
conforming to40 FR Part 190. (menenti oe34)
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

5.6.5 Neutron Absorber Surveillance Program

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI.

Samples of the neutron, absorbing material used to+ f.abric .. ate the Spent fuel asse+bly
con~t;ainers shall be suspended in the spent fuel storage poolI in the Vicinity Of the spent
fuel assemblies. The NeutFro Absorber Surveillance Programn remoEves representative
samples at specified inteervaals for e-xamination and analysis to verify that the Boron 10
loading is greater than 0.005 grams per square centfimeter.
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Reporting Requirements

Reporting requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

Th•ep fo•loWing rFepots shall be submitted in accordaRne With 1O0F=R 50.4,

5.7.! Occupational Radiation Exposure Repor

An annual report shall be m1ade of personnel cI urel in II accodanc with the

requiremnents of 100F=R Part 20.2206. The report shall be submitted by April 30 o~f eac
ye'ar-
A.7.2 A nal Rad*lnn~u,,I EnvArenmentaI NMnnR~t~Rnr Danart

The Annual Radiological FREnironmental Monitoring Report covering the operation of the
unit durin• g the p•revio• calendar year shall be submitted by May 1 o"f each year. The
reporFt Shall include summaries, interpretations, and analyses o~f trends o~f the resultAS otf
the Radi•oloGi•ca Enironmental MoI;toFrig Program for the reporting period. The
material provided shall be consistent with the objectives outlined in the ODM, and in
10CFR 50, Appendix .. Sv,, ScinIV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.G.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report shall include the resul~ts; ot
analyses of radiolo~gical einvironpm~ental samples and of enviFronmental radiato
measurements taken during the period purSuant to the quality related locations specified-
n the table and figures ithe ODM, as well as summarized and tabulated re'sulhts! of

these analyses and measurements. In the event that soe 6individual results are
availabl foWnlsonith the report, the report shall be submitted noting and explainin
the reasonRS for the missinRg results. The missing data shall be submitted in the next
a~nal epe#-

572-Ann. p.,I D-Adme.,,'ti,, Effluent Releasen aRepo#

The Annual Radioactive E~ffluent Release Report covering the activities of the unit in the
preiou yer shall be submitted prior to April 1 of e~ach year in acco~rdance With 1 OCF=R

50.36a. The report shall include a summar,' of the quantities, of radiJoactrive liquid aind
gaseous effluents and solid waste released fro~m the unit. The material pro~vfided shall be
consistent with the objectives outfined inthe ODCM and in co~nform~ance with 1 OCFR
50.36a and 1OCER Part 50, Appendix, Section IV.B.1I.

(GGRt4ned)
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 High Radiation Area

As provided in paragraph 20.1601(c) of 1OCFR Part 20, the following controls shall be
applied to high radiation areas in place of the controls required by paragraph 20.1601(a)
and (b) of 1OCFR Part 20:

5.8.1 High Radiation Areas with dose Rates Not Exceeding 1.0 rem/hour at 30
Centimeters from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the
Radiation:

a. Each entryway to such an area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as
a high radiation area. Such barricades may be opened as necessary to permit
entry or exit of personnel or equipment.

b. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be controlled by means of a
Radiation Work Permit (RWP) or equivalent that includes specification of
radiation dose rates in the immediate work area(s) and other appropriate
radiation protection equipment and measures.

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures and personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempted from the
requirement for an RWP or equivalent while performing their assigned duties
provided that they are otherwise following plant radiation protection procedures
for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas.

d. Each individual or group entering such an area shall possess:

1. A radiation monitoring device that continuously displays radiation dose
rates in the area, or

2 A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rates in the area and alarms when the device's dose alarm
setpoint is reached, with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or

3. A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rate and
cumulative dose information to a remote receiver monitored by radiation
protection personnel responsible for controlling personnel radiation
exposure within the area, or

4. A self-reading dosimeter (e.g., pocket ionization chamber or electronic
dosimeter), and

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent,
while in the area, of an individual qualified in radiation protection
procedures, equipped with a radiation monitoring device that
continuously displays radiation dose rates in the area, who is
responsible for controlling personnel exposure within the area, or

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
B 3.1.3

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Not Exceeding 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation (continued):

(ii) Be under the surveillance as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, by means of closed circuit television, of personnel
qualified in radiation protection procedures, responsible for controlling
personnel radiation exposure in the area, and with the means to
communicate with individuals in the area who are covered by such
surveillance.

e. Except for individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures or personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals, entry into such areas shall be made
only after dose rates in the area have been determined and entry personnel are
knowledgeable of them. These continuously escorted personnel will receive a
pre-job briefing prior to entry into such areas. This dose rate determination,
knowledge, and pre-job briefing does not require documentation prior to initial
entry.

5.8.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation, but less
than 500 rads/hour at 1 meter from the Radiation Source or from any Surface
Penetrated by the Radiation:

a. Each entryway to such an area shall be conspicuously posted as a high
radiation area and shall be provided with a locked or continuously guarded door
or gate that prevents unauthorized entry, and, in addition:

1. All such door and gate keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the shift foreman, radiation protection manager,
or his or her designee.

2. Doors and gates shall remain locked except during periods of personnel
or equipment entry or exit.

b. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be controlled by means of an
RWP or equivalent that includes specification of radiation dose rates in the
immediate work area(s) and other appropriate radiation protection equipment
and measures.

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures may be exempted from
the requirement for an RWP or equivalent while performing radiation surveys in
such areas provided that they are otherwise following plant radiation protection
procedures for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas.

d. Each individual or group entering such an area shall possess:

1. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rates in the area and alarms when the device's dose alarm setpoint
is reached, with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
B 3.1.3

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation, but less than
500 rads/hour at 1 Meter from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by
the Radiation: (continued)

2. A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rate and
cumulative dose information to a remote receiver monitored by radiation
protection personnel responsible for controlling personnel radiation exposure
within the area with the means to communicate with and control every individual
in the area, or

3. A self-reading dosimeter (e.g., pocket ionization chamber or electronic
dosimeter), and

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, of an individual qualified in radiation protection procedures,
equipped with a radiation monitoring device that continuously displays
radiation dose rates in the area, who is responsible for controlling
personnel exposure within the area, or

(ii) Be under the surveillance as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, by means of closed circuit television, of personnel qualified
in radiation protection procedures, responsible for controlling personnel
radiation exposure in the area, and with the means to communicate with
and control every individual in the area, or

4. In those cases where options (2) and (3), above, are impractical or determined
to be inconsistent with the "As Low As is Reasonably Achievable" principle, a
radiation monitoring device that continuously displays radiation dose rates in the
area.

e. Except for individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures or personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals, entry into such areas shall be made only after
dose rates.in the area have been determined and entry personnel are knowledgeable of
them. These continuously escorted personnel will receive a pre-job briefing prior to
entry into such areas. This dose rate determination, knowledge, and pre-job briefing
does not require documentation prior to initial entry.

f. Such individual areas that are within a large area, such as the refueling building, where
no enclosure exists for the purpose of locking and where no enclosure can reasonably
be constructed around the individual area, need not be controlled by a locked door or
gate nor continuously guarded, but shall be barricaded, conspicuously posted, and a
clearly visible flashing light shall be activated at the area as a warning device.

5.0-15 Amendment No. 34
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Definitions
1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

-------------------- NOTE ------------------------------------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout these
Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under designated
Conditions within specified Completion Times.

ELEVATION All elevations shall apply to a datum of mean lower low
water (MLLW) level except where noted.

1.1-1 Amendment No. 34



Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). (Page 1.2-2 has been deleted).

1.2-1 Amendment No. 34



Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time
convention and to provide guidance for its use.

BACKGROUND Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum
requirements when water in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool or liner is
contaminated with radioactive materials. The ACTIONS associated
with an LCO state Conditions that typically describe the ways in which
the requirements of the LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each
stated Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Times(s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for completing a
Required Action. It is referenced to the time of discovery of a situation
(e.g., variable not within limits) that requires entering an ACTIONS
Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the unit is in a MODE or
specified condition stated in the Applicability of the LCO. Required
Actions must be completed prior to the expiration of the specified
Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and the
Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer exists or the unit is
not within the LCO Applicability.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion Times with
different types of Conditions.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required A.1 Verify ..... 6 hours
Action and
associated
Completion A.2 Restore 36 hours
Time not met.

Condition A has two Required Actions. Each Required Action has its
own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time is referenced
to the time that Condition A is entered. The Required Actions of
Condition A are to perform the verification required by ACTION A. 1
within 6 hours and to perform the restoration required by ACTION A.2
within 36 hours. A total of 6 hours is allowed for performing ACTION
A.1 and a total of 36 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for performing
ACTION A.2 from the time that Condition A was entered. If ACTION
A.1 is completed within 3 hours, the time allowed completing ACTION
A.2 is the next 33 hours because the total time allowed for completing
ACTION A.2 is 36 hours.

IMMEDIATE
COMPLETION
TIME

When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the Required
Action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled manner.

r

1.3-2 Amendment No. 34



Frequency
1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency,

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and application
of Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified frequency in
which the surveillance must be met in order to meet the associated
LCO. An understanding of the correct application of the specified
Frequency is necessary for compliance with the SR.

The "Specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this section and
each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, "Surveillance Requirement
(SR) Applicability." The "Specified Frequency" consists of the
requirements of the frequency column of each SR, as well as certain
Notes in the surveillance column that modify performance
requirements.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that frequencies are
specified. In these examples, the applicability of the LCO (LCO not
shown) is when irradiated fuel is stored in the fuel pool.

EXAMPLE 1.4.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

'SU RVE ILLANCE -FREQUENCY

Verify parameter is within limits 12 hours

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered in the
TS. The frequency specifies an interval (12 hours) during which the
associated Surveillance must be performed at least one time.
Performance of the surveillance initiates the subsequent interval.
Although the frequency is stated as 12 hours, an extension of the time
interval to 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency is allowed
by SR 3.0.2 for operational flexibility. The measurement of this interval
continues at all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per
SR 3.0.1 (such as when a variable is outside specified limits, or the unit
is outside the applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by SR
3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is in the specified condition in the
applicability of the LCO, and the performance of the surveillance is not
otherwise modified, then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.

(continued)
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify parameter is within limits Within 24 hours
prior to moving
irradiated fuel

AND

24 hours
thereafter

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown in
Example 1.4-1. The logical connector "AND" indicates that both
Frequency requirements must be met. The use of "prior to" indicates
that the surveillance must be performed once before the initiation of fuel
handling activities. This type of Frequency does not qualify for the
extension allowed by SR 3.0.2. "Thereafter" indicates future
performances must be established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a
specified condition is first met (i.e., the "prior to" performance in this
example).

1.4-2 Amendment No. 34



Safety Limits
2.0

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

This section is not applicable since Humboldt Bay Power Plant (HBPP) Unit 3 is permanently defueled.

2.0-1 Amendment No. 34



LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the specified conditions in the Applicability,
except as provided in LCO 3.0.2.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of the failure to meet an LCO, the required actions of
the associated Conditions shall be met.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration of the
specified Completion Time(s), completion of the required action is not
required unless otherwise stated.

3.0-1 Amendment No. 34



SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during specific conditions in the Applicability for
individual LCOs unless otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a
Surveillance, whether such failure is experienced during the
performance of the Surveillance or between performances of the
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a
Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the
LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be
performed on inoperable equipment or variables outside specified
limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency, as
measured from the previous performance or as measured from the time
a specified condition of the frequency is met.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within its
specified frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare
the LCO not met may be delayed from the time of discovery up to
24 hours or up to the limit of the specified frequency, whichever is less.
This delay period is permitted to allow performance of the surveillance.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO
must immediately be declared not met and the applicable Condition(s)
must be entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon expiration of the delay period.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be declared not met
and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered. The Completion
Times of the Required Actions begin immediately upon failure to meet
the Surveillance.

3.0-2 Amendment No. 34



Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.1.1

3.1 DEFUELED SYSTEMS

3.1.1 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.

3.1-1 Amendment No. 38



Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions
3.1.2

3.1 DEFUELED'SYSTEMS

3.1.2 Spent Fuel Pool Load Restrictions

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI

3.1-2 Amendment No. 38



Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
3.1.3

3.1 DEFUELED SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level

LCO 3.1.3 The Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level shall be at an ELEVATION less
than + 9 inches.

APPLICABILITY: When the water in the pool or liner is contaminated with radioactive
materials.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel Storage Pool Liner A.1 Restore Fuel Storage Immediately
Water Level not within Pool Liner Water Level
limit, to within limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 Verify the Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level is 24 hours
at an ELEVATION less than + 9 inches.

3.1-3 Amendment No. 34



Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

HBPP Unit 3 is located in Humboldt County, California, approximately 4 miles southwest
of the center of the city of Eureka, on a site owned and controlled by Pacific Gas &
Electric Company.

4.2 Fuel Storage

4.2.1 Fuel assemblies shall not be stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. Fuel
assemblies previously stored in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool are now stored in
dry casks in the ISFSI.

4.0-1 Amendment No. 36



Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

Personnel responsibilities are identified in the Quality Assurance Plan.

5.0-1 Amendment No. 34



Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.
(Pages 5.0-3 and 5.0-4 have been deleted).

5.0-2 Amendment No. 38



Facility Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Facility Staff Qualifications

Facility staff qualifications are identified in the Quality Assurance Plan.

5.0-5 Amendment.No. 34



Training
5.4

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Training

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an ISFSI.

5.0-6 Amendment No. 34



Procedures
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Procedures

5.5.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the
following activities:

a. (Deleted)

b. Fire Protection Program implementation;

c. Quality assurance for radiological effluent and environmental monitoring;

d. (Deleted)

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.6.

5.0-7 Amendment No. 34



Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented and maintained.

5.6.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

ODCM requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

-(Continued)

JN
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

5.6.2 Technical Specification (TS) Bases Control Program

This program provides a means for processing changes to the Bases of these Technical
Specifications.

a. Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate administrative
controls and reviews.

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval provided the
changes do not involve either of the following:
1. a change in the TS incorporated in the license; or
2. a change to the updated DSAR or Bases that requires prior NRC

approval as defined in 10CFR 50.59.

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that the Bases are
maintained'consistent with the DSAR.

d. Proposed changes that meet the criteria of Specification 5.6.2b above shall be
reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to the
Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on
a frequency consistent with 1 OCFR 50.71 (e).

5.6.3 Fuel Storage Pool Water Chemistry Program

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI.

5.6.4 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (RECP)

RECP requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

(Continued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

THIS PAGE HAS BEEN DELETED
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Programs and Manuals
5.6

5.6 Programs and Manuals

5.6.5 Neutron Absorber Surveillance Progqram

This section is not applicable to a facility with all of the spent nuclear fuel stored in an
ISFSI.

5.0-11 Amendment No. 34.



Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Reporting Requirements

Reporting requirements are described in the Quality Assurance Plan.

5.0-12 Amendment No. 36



High Radiation Area
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 High Radiation Area

As provided in paragraph 20.1601(c) of 10CFR Part 20, the following controls shall be
applied to high radiation areas in place of the controls required by paragraph 20.1601 (a)
and (b) of 10CFR Part 20:

5.8.1 High Radiation Areas with dose Rates Not Exceeding 1.0 rem/hour at 30
Centimeters from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the
Radiation:

a. Each entryway to such an area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as
a high radiation area. Such barricades may be opened as necessary to permit
entry or-exit of personnel or equipment.

b. Access to, and activities in, each such area shall be controlled by means of a
Radiation Work Permit (RWP) or equivalent that includes specification of
radiation dose rates in the immediate work area(s) and other appropriate
radiation protection equipment and measures.

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures and personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempted from the
requirement for an RWP or equivalent while performing their assigned duties
provided that they are otherwise following plant radiation protection procedures
for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas.

d. Each individual or group entering such an area shall possess:

1. A radiation monitoring device that continuously displays radiation dose
rates in the area, or

2 A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rates in the area and alarms when the device's dose alarm
setpoint is reached, with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or

3. A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rate and
cumulative dose information to a remote receiver monitored by radiation
protection personnel responsible for controlling personnel radiation
exposure within the area, or

4. A self-reading dosimeter (e.g., pocket ionization chamber or electronic
dosimeter), and

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent,
while in the area, of an individual qualified in radiation protection
procedures, equipped with a radiation monitoring device that
continuously displays radiation dose rates in the area, who is
responsible for controlling personnel exposure within~the area, or

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
B 3.1.3

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.1 High Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Not Exceeding 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation (continued):.

(ii) Be under the surveillance as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, by means of closed circuit television, of personnel
qualified in radiation protection procedures, responsible for controlling
personnel radiation exposure in the area, and with the means to
communicate with individuals in the area who are covered by such
surveillance.

e. Except for individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures or personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals, entry into such areas shall be made
only after dose rates in the area have been determined and entry personnel are
knowledgeable of them. These continuously escorted personnel will receive a
pre-job briefing prior to entry into such areas. This dose rate determination,
knowledge, and pre-job briefing does not require documentation prior to initial
entry.

5.8.2 High Radiation Areas with Dose RatesGreater than 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation, but less
than 500 rads/hour at 1 meter from the Radiation Source or from any Surface
Penetrated by the Radiation:

a. Each entryway to such an area shall be conspicuously posted as a high
radiation area'and shall be provided with a locked or continuously guarded door
or gate that prevents unauthorized entry, and, in addition:

1. All such door and gate keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the shift foreman, radiation protection manager,
or his or her designee.

2. Doors and gates shall remain locked except during periods of personnel
or equipment entry or exit.

b. Access to, and activities in, each such'area shall be controlled by means of an
RWP or equivalent that includes specification of radiation dose rates in the
immediate work area(s) and other appropriate radiation protection equipment
and measures.

c. Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures may be exempted from
the requirement for an RWP or equivalent while performing radiation surveys in
such areas provided that they are otherwise following plant radiation protection
procedures for entry to, exit from, and work in such areas.

d. Each individual or group entering such an area shall possess:

1. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rates in the area and alarms when the device's dose alarm setpoint
is reached, with an appropriate alarm setpoint, or

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Liner Water Level
B 3.1.3

K

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.2 Higqh Radiation Areas with Dose Rates Greater than 1.0 rem/hour at 30 Centimeters
from Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by the Radiation, but less than
500 rads/hour at 1 Meter from the Radiation Source or from any Surface Penetrated by
the Radiation: (continued)

2. A radiation monitoring device that continuously transmits dose rate and
cumulative dose information to a remote receiver monitored by radiation
protection personnel responsible for controlling personnel radiation exposure
within the area with the means to communicate with and control every individual
in the area, or

3. A self-reading dosimeter (e.g., pocket ionization chamber or electronic
dosimeter), and

(i) Be under the surveillance, as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, of an individual qualified in radiation protection procedures,
equipped with a radiation monitoring device that continuously displays
radiation dose rates in the area, who is responsible for controlling
personnel exposure within the area, or

(ii) Be under the surveillance as specified in the RWP or equivalent, while
in the area, by means of closed circuit television, of personnel qualified
in radiation protection procedures, responsible for controlling personnel
radiation exposure in the area, and with the means to communicate with
and control every individual in the area, or

4. In those cases where options (2) and (3), above, are impractical or determined
to be inconsistent with the "As Low As is Reasonably Achievable" principle, a
radiation monitoring device that continuously displays radiation dose rates in the
area.

e. Except for individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures or personnel
continuously escorted by such individuals, entry into such areas shall be made only after
dose rates in the area have been determined and entry personnel are knowledgeable of
them. These continuously escorted personnel will receive a pre-job briefing prior to
entry into such areas. This dose rate determination, knowledge, and pre-job briefing
does not require documentation prior to initial entry.

f. Such individual areas that are within a large area, such as the refueling building, where
no enclosure exists for the purpose of locking and where no enclosure can reasonably
be constructed around the individual area, need not be controlled by a locked door or
gate nor continuously guarded, but shall be barricaded, conspicuously posted, and a
clearly visible flashing light shall be activated at the area as a warning device.
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